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Alessandro Michele and Gus  Van Sant co-directed the Gucci Ouverture mini-series . Image credit: Gucci, photo by Paige Powell
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Italian fashion label Gucci is revealing its new collection through a mini-series as part of a digital fashion and film
festival.

Gucci creative director Alessandro Michele and filmmaker Gus Van Sant co-directed the mini-series, titled
OUVERTURE of Something that Never Ended. The seven-part film series will premiere during the upcoming
GucciFest, which will run from Nov. 16 through Nov. 22.

GucciFest
One episode of OUVERTURE of Something that Never Ended will be shared daily during Gucci Fest, extending fan
engagement. The shorts will be available to view on YouTube Fashion, Weibo, Gucci YouTube and the GucciFest
site.

The collaboration was filmed in Rome and stars Italian actor and artist Silvia Calderoni. Other friends of the house
make appearances, including Billie Eilish, Darius Khonsary, Lu Han, Jeremy O. Harris, Ariana Papademetropoulos,
Arlo Parks, Harry Styles, Sasha Waltz and Florence Welch.

Starring in #GucciOuverture, the 7 episode mini-series featuring the new collection, presented
during #GucciFest: #SilviaCalderoni, @billieeilish, #LuHan, @jeremyoharris , @arloparks,
@Harry_Styles, @SashaWaltzGuest and @florencemachine. https://t.co/HA9lDdRJnp
pic.twitter.com/PNwO8vfSPf

gucci (@gucci) November 5, 2020

Tweet from Gucci announcing the mini-series and collection

Mr. Michele also tapped 15 emerging designers to screen fashion films and showcase their collections during
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GucciFest. The complete program will be made available on Nov. 13.

Gucci has become even more experimental in its recent film collaborations.

The fashion label is collaborating with Dazed to launch "Absolute Beginners," a new series granting various artists
their directorial debuts.

Gucci and Dazed challenged a selection of nine artists, from models to actors, to get behind the camera and direct
short films for the fashion brand. The artists developed their own screenplays and brought their visions for Gucci to
life as directors (see story).
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